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MACRO 

 

Pvt cos exempt from taking VAT at source 

All private limited companies are exempt from deducting VAT at source from service-

seekers under a new law coming into effect from July. Only public limited companies 

(PLCs) will deduct the Value Added Tax (VAT) at source from the clientele under the new 

VAT and Supplementary Duly Act, officials said. Currently, all limited companies are to 

deduct VAT at source and deposit the money with the public exchequer as per the 

standing VAT law 1991. The new VAT law carries a provision allowing only public limited 

companies to take VAT at source from consumers. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139502  

 

A little more carrot 

Chairman of National Board of Revenue (NBR), Nojibur Rahman celebrated his promotion 

as Senior Secretary with a basketful of carrots. Rewards for honest tax-payers and 

penalties for dishonest ones will appeal to anyone with a modicum of sanity. But it was a 

remarkable policy statement that the tax-paying public will take heart most. The tax 

authority has requested transparency in how tax revenues are spent. In other words a 

further notch in the ladder of accountability. For a while now leading tax-payers have 

been given recognition but this is the first time the 'reward' factor comes in. Penalising 

delinquents is a process of law unless the scale of penalty is raised.  

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139497  

 

Farm mechanisation -- a strong candidate for fiscal concession 

The next national budget is not far away and it's time for almost everybody to seek a few 

fiscal concessions from the revenue authorities. The National Board of Revenue (NBR) has 

made it more of an annual ritual to sit with different trade bodies on the eve of budget 

presentation and take note of scores of demands coming from the latter. Many chamber 

bodies and trade associations place long lists of fiscal concessions knowing it fully well 

that most of the demands would not be even discussed at the level of policymakers. 

However, the government keeping its eye on the revenue growth target does make lots of 

fiscal adjustments. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139503  

 

Fitch Ratings projects 6.8pc growth for FY 17 

Fitch Ratings has opined that Bangladesh's economy will expand by 6.7 per cent in the 

ongoing financial year (FY), 2015-16, down by 0.35 percentage point from the initial 

projection of the authorities concerned. The global rating agency also forecasts the 

country's GDP (gross domestic product) might grow at 6.8 per cent in the next FY. It said 

increased purchasing power following public sector wage hike and monetary policy 

loosening in January are behind this growth. Fitch Ratings, however, said the risk of 

banking sector contingent liabilities crystallising for the sovereign is substantial, although 

small size of the banking sector, with loans of just 35.9 per cent of GDP, will moderate the 

impact. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139506  
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BMET to get UK's skill dev accreditation authority 

Bangladesh is going to emerge as an international accreditation authority in skill 

development, which is likely to open market for the country's labourers in the European 

market. Official sources said Bureau of Manpower, Employment and Training (BMET) is 

about to get the accreditation authority of City and Guilds, now operating in more than 

100 countries, for providing international-standard skill trainings. They said this is the 

first-ever international accreditation of the country for the international job market. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139496  

 

Govt eyes correspondence banking with Russia 

The government has initiated a move to establish correspondence banking arrangement 

with the Russian Federation aiming to facilitate bilateral trade between the two countries, 

officials said.   As part of the move, a government delegation will visit the federation to 

negotiate on such banking facilities between the two nations soon, they said. The ministry 

of foreign affairs has proposed the bank and financial institutions division (BFID) send a 

delegation to Russia comprising members/representatives from the division, Bangladesh 

Bank, along with chambers representatives, especially from the BGMEA (Bangladesh 

Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association). 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139453  

 

Swapan Kumar joins BSEC 

The former managing director of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) Dr. Swapan Kumar Bala 

Tuesday joined the securities regulator as a commissioner. Mr. Bala joined the 

Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) a day after the Ministry of 

Public Administration Monday issued a gazette notification reading his appointment. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139471  

ERL signs deal with Indian firm on 2nd unit consultant 

Bangladesh's state-owned Eastern Refinery Limited (ERL) signed a deal with the Indian 

firm Engineers India Limited (EIL) to appoint a consultant for implementation of the 

second unit of ERL, reports BSS.  "We have planned a series of measures to augment 

energy production in the country through implementing the ERL unit-2 and setting up the 

LPG plant to gear up the energy supply," state minister for power and energy Nasrul 

Hamid told the news agency on phone. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139458  

 

Growth 'steady' despite financial irregularities 

Finance Minister AMA Muhith said Bangladesh has achieved steady growth despite 

financial irregularities for the last six to seven years. "Capital market debacle, Sonali Bank 

and BASIC Bank looting and at last Bangladesh Bank account with Federal Reserve Bank 

heist were big blows for the financial sector, still we are achieving steady growth," he said 

while speaking at NRBC Bank's third-anniversary celebration programme on Monday 

night in the city. He said the government's target is to achieve higher growth. He said that 

the country's banking sector is larger than the country's size of the economy, but it is not 

a problem at all. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139458  
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Denim expo begins April 25 

The fourth edition of Bangladesh Denim Expo will begin in Dhaka on April 25 to showcase 

the latest denim products. A total of 49 companies from 13 countries will showcase their 

products at the two-day fair to be held at International Convention City Bashundhara. Of 

the participating companies, 37 are from countries such as India, Pakistan, Thailand, 

Brazil, China, Germany, Italy, Japan and Singapore, according to a statement from the 

organiser of the show. Bangladesh has become a lucrative destination for denim buyers 

because of competitive prices and high quality of products. With an investment of $834 

million in the sub-sector, Bangladesh has about 30 mills which meet half the demand at 

60 million yards of fabrics a month, according to Bangladesh Denim Expo, the organiser 

of the show. 

Link: http://www.thedailystar.net/business/denim-expo-begins-april-25-1211494  

 

OVERALL MARKET 

 

Stocks slide for third day amid low turnover on DSE 

Stocks closed lower Tuesday for the third session in a row with falling turnover value as 

worried investors went on selling frenzy, fearing further fall. Analysts said most of the 

investors remained cautious as the government is yet to extend the banks' capital market 

exposure adjustment deadline, which is scheduled to expire in July 2016, while some 

were nervous ahead of earning declaration season. The market opened higher for a brief 

period, gaining around 11 points within first 30 minutes of trading, but started to dive till 

closure of the session on intense selling pressure. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139462  

 

Govt extends timeframe 

The government has extended the timeframe of IPO (initial public offerings) quota for the 

investors, who were affected during 2010-11 stock market debacle, for one year more, 

officials said. According to the officials of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange 

Commission (BSEC), the ministry of finance (MoF) extended the timeframe till June 30, 

2017 from June 30, 2016. "The officials of the MoF have told me that our proposal 

regarding extension of timeframe has been approved. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139464  

 

Market sees cautious behaviour of investors: Analysis 

All indices Tuesday failed to come out of red zone for the third consecutive session amid 

investors' lower participation observed on the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE). On the day, 

majority number of sectors lost market capitalizations other than the marginal gains 

witnessed by telecom, pharmaceuticals and miscellaneous sectors.    The turnover again 

went down below Tk 4.0 billion mark, although optimism was created on previous session 

following the turnover of above Tk 4.0 billion. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139469  
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BANK 

 

BD should file claim soon to get back stolen money: AMLC 

The Philippines authority will not send back US$ 81 million stolen from Bangladesh 

Bank's Fed account unless Bangladesh files its claim soon, Executive Director of Anti-

Money Laundering Council (AMLC) Julia Bacay-Abad said Tuesday. According to the 

report run by the South East Asian country's key online news agency, Rappler.com, the 

AMLC executive director said the Bangladesh government should file its claim soon. 

"Otherwise, it would be turned over to the Philippines government," she said on the 

sidelines of the 6th Senate blue ribbon committee hearing on the bank heist on Tuesday. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139501  

 

BB wants account of all banks' rescheduled loans 

The central bank, now under a recast management following a big cyber-heist, has sought 

information on both rescheduled and restructured loans from all the banks for a 

reappraisal. Official sources said the stocktaking of bailed-out loan portfolios is meant for 

assessing impact of such loans on the country's banking sector. Under the moves, the 

Bangladesh Bank (BB) has already sent a prescribed format to the banks, seeking 

different pieces of information on such loans from July 01, 2013 to December 31, 2015, 

according to the central bank officials. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139495  

 

   FUEL & POWER 

 

Indian co becomes consultant under an unsolicited deal 

An Indian firm has been contracted as consultant for building a second unit of the 

Eastern Refiners Ltd under an unsolicited deal. The contract is worth Tk 1.1062 billion 

(Tk 110.62 crore). Bangladesh Petroleum Corporation (BPC) signed the contract with 

Engineers India Ltd (EIL) today at a function at the ERL office. Indian State Minister for 

Petroleum and Natural Gas Dharmendra Pradhan and State Minister for Power and 

Energy of Bangladesh Nasrul Hamid Bipu were present at the deal-signing ceremony. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139500  

 

   INSURANCE 

 

BD National Ins to make trading debut tomorrow 

Bangladesh National Insurance Company Limited will make its share trading debut 

tomorrow (Thursday) on the bourses under "N" category. The Dhaka Stock Exchange 

(DSE) trading code for the company is "BNICL" and company code is 25747, while the 

Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE) scrip ID is 11039 and scrip code is "BNICL". 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139470  
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   TEXTILE 

 

RMG industry wants tax at source be cut to 0.3%  

Readymade garment sector has called upon the National Board of Revenue to reduce tax 

at source to 0.3% from existing 0.6% on export of apparel products. It also requested the 

NBR to consider it to be the final settlement from the budget for fiscal year 2016-17. 

Representatives from Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association 

(BGMEA), Bangladesh Garments Accessories and Packaging Manufacturers and Exporters 

Association (BGAPMEA), Bangladesh Jute Goods Exporters Association and other 

stakeholders made the call at a pre-budget meeting, chaired by NBR Chairman Md 

Nojibur Rahman at the revenue authorities headquarters yesterday. 

Link: http://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2016/apr/20/rmg-industry-wants-

tax-source-be-cut-03  

 

STOCKS 

ACI 

ACI sees highest market turnover 

Top ten turnover companies grabbed nearly 32 per cent transaction of the Dhaka Stock 

Exchange (DSE) Tuesday, while ACI (Advanced Chemical Industries) witnessed the highest 

market turnover ahead of its board meeting. According to statistics from the DSE, some 

379,290 shares of ACI worth nearly Tk 223 million changed hands, which was 6.56 per 

cent of the premier bourse's total turnover. Each share of the pharmaceuticals and 

chemicals sector company traded between Tk 579.9 and Tk 591.4 on Tuesday, before 

closing at Tk 590, registering an increase of 2.57 per cent over the previous trading 

session. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139468  

 

BANKASIA 

Bank Asia re-elects chairman 

Mr. A Rouf Chowdhury was re-elected Chairman of Bank Asia at a meeting of the Board of 

Directors of the Bank held on Monday. He is the main promoter of Bank Asia. Mr. 

Chowdhury is an eminent businessman and industrialist of the country. He is the 

Chairman of Rangs Group and Sea Resources Group. He is also a Director of the Daily 

Star, the highest circulated English daily in the country. Mr. Chowdhury was the 

President of Basket Ball Association for four years. He has been a member of Executive 

Committee for Kurmitola Golf Club for over 20 years. Mr. Chowdhury has been actively 

associated with many social activities. 

Link: http://print.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2016/04/20/139465   
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GP 

Grameenphone declares 60% cash dividend 

Mobile phone operator Grameenphone has announced 60% cash dividend for the year 

2015. With this, the total cash dividend (cash) stood at 140% for the year. The company’s 

board of directors recommended the dividend for its shareholders at its 19th annual 

general meeting yesterday. The shareholders approved the dividend for the year at the 

meeting, attended by the company’s top officials including director M Shahjahan and CEO 

Rajeev Sethi. M Shahjahan, who presided over the AGM, thanked the shareholders for 

reposing their trust in the company. “Throughout 2015, we continued to invest to 

transform Grameenphone into a new generation telecommunication company, taking the 

services beyond voice and SMS only,” he said. 

Link:http://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2016/apr/20/grameenphone-

declares-60-cash-dividend  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCLAIMER:     
 

This report has been prepared by Universal Financial Solutions Limited and represents unfiltered news and 

information from various sources at the Dhaka Stock Exchange and is provided ONLY for informational 

purposes. The information and data on which this report is based are obtained from sources which we believe to 

be reliable but do not guarantee that it is accurate or complete. Universal Financial Solutions Limited accepts no 

responsibility whatsoever for any direct or indirect consequential loss arising from any use of this report or its 

contents. Investors are advised to take professional advice before making investments and Universal Financial 

Solutions Limited does not take any responsibility and shall not be held liable for undue reliance on this report. 

This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for purpose. 


